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COAST’s build quality has led to some amazing survival stories: 

The flashlight that fell 9 stories down an elevator shaft.
And still worked.

The headlamp that spent a night in a cement mixer.
And still worked.

The flashlight that spent a year submerged in a swamp. 
And still worked.
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COAST is innovative with more than just beams and industrial design. We also put our collective heads together to create power sources  
and charging technologies that make all our lights even more useful and cost-effective. From price-conscious, yet class-leading alkaline 
batteries to the most advanced rechargeable systems, COAST leads the way in power. 

Comes with COAST’S ZITHION-X™ Rechargeable battery and can 
be used with COAST’S Extreme Performance Alkaline batteries.

RECHARGEABLE-DUAL POWER

Comes with COAST’S Extreme Performance Alkaline batteries and
is compatible with COAST’S  ZITHION-X™ Rechargeable battery. 

ALKALINE-DUAL POWER

Comes with COAST’S embedded ZITHION™ Rechargeable battery and a USB 
Charging Cord.

RECHARGEABLE

COAST DUAL POWER TECHNOLOGIES

CHARGING TECHNOLOGIES

Comes with COAST’S embedded ZITHION™ Rechargeable battery and a USB 
charging cord. Can also use plug-in AC power as needed.

RECHARGEABLE/CONTINUOUS RUN

PRO-TEK CHARGING PORT

AC, DC, USB

PRO-FLEX CHARGING CAP

AC, DC, USB

BATTERY LIFE INDICATOR
GREEN
BATTERY IS FULLY CHARGED

FLASHING RED
BATTERY NEEDS IMMEDIATE CHARGING

RED
BATTERY NEEDS CHARGING

ZITHION-X TM

Rechargeable 
Battery

ZITHION-X TM

Rechargeable 
Battery

To recharge, simply re-cap the torch.

Slides for charging port access.

FEATURED ON: COAA9R (805341)A clever charging system for certain COAST 
rechargeable pen lights. When the time comes to 
recharge, find a convenient AC, DC, or USB power 
source, slide the PRO-FLEX cap over the end of the 
light, and it’s charging!

Charging made incredibly easy. Just slide open the 
PRO-TEK port on a PRO-TEK equipped COAST light 
to access the USB-based charging port. Plug-in to a 
local AC, DC, or USB power source, and re-charge your 
light right there. COAST ZITHION-X™ rechargeable 
batteries also come with a USB charging port and can 
be charged outside the light for added versatility and 
time savings.
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HANDHELD TECH – OPTICS

ULTRA VIEW FLOOD BEAM BULLS-EYE SPOT BEAM BROAD VIEW FLOOD BEAMX-RANGE SPOT BEAM

Our largest, Ultra View Flood Beam
and our Bulls-Eye Spot Beam 
with transition halo.

ENHANCED FIELD OF VIEW

PURE BEAM FOCUSING OPTIC

Our longest, X-Range Spot Beam 
and our Broad View Flood Beam. 

ENHANCED DISTANCE

LONG RANGE FOCUSING OPTIC

A bright, general-use beam created
with C.O.B. (Chip On Board) 

EVERYDAY BRIGHT

C.O.B.
UTILITY BEAM

BROAD AND BRIGHTLOW GLARE
MAX VIEW
FLOOD BEAM

LONG DISTANCE
SPOT BEAM

A very broad, consistent flood beam 
and a long distance spot beam. 

COMPACT SIZE

UNIVERSAL
FOCUSING OPTIC

Excellent for illuminating a crisply 
defined area at closer ranges. 

CLEAR, CONSISTENT, DEFINED

INSPECTION BEAM
OPTIC

technology. 
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HANDHELD TECH – CONTROLS

Lock the beam anywhere you want it.
Twist left to lock the beam in place. 
Twist back to the right to release.

Many of COAST’s lights use a Quick-Cycle tail switch. A tail switch is a 
well-known feature in the tactical and professional markets. This allows 
the light to be held up-and-away from one’s body while still providing 
light power control.

COAST’s tail cap design also allows many of our lights to stand up 
straight for vertical lighting applications.

REAR SWITCH/TAIL CAP DESIGN

Control your light power
with the push of a button.

Depending on the model, 
COAST lights may have one
of the following illumination
sequences:

QUICK-CYCLE SWITCH

High | Low
High | Medium | Low
High | Strobe | Low
High | Strobe

TWIST

FOCUS

TWIST
FOCUS

Twist the head of the light to move 
between a flood and a spot beam.

TWIST FOCUS

SLIDE

FOCUS

Spot to flood light control at your fingertips. 
Shape your beam with the simple push or pull of 

SLIDE FOCUS

PURE BEAM
FOCUS
FLOOD & SPOT

PURE BEAM
FOCUS
FLOOD & SPOT

LONG RANGE
FOCUS
FLOOD & SPOT

UNIVERSAL
FOCUS
FLOOD & SPOT

Easy one-handed o/off activation

FRONT SWITCHBEAM LOCK

your thumb.
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HANDHELD TECH – BUILD & MATERIALS

COAST handheld lights are designed to provide both the internal and 
external functionality required to excel in their intended purposes. 

PURPOSE BUILT
WEATHERPROOF 
ALUMINIUM OR
STAINLESS STEEL*
CONSTRUCTION

BATTERY CARTRIDGE

GOLD PLATED CONTACTS

BEAM LOCK SYSTEM

CYCLONE 
HEAT SINK

SLIDE FOCUS CONTROL

Not all design features are present on all lights.

 *Some COAST lights also use coating materials in their construction .

PURE BEAM 
LONG RANGE
UNIVERSAL

FOCUSING OPTIC SYSTEMS
CUSTOM LIGHT DRIVER

Ergonomic and 
recessed power 
switch designed to 
allow light to stand 
upright
Anti-roll lanyard slot

TAIL CAP

Take a tough-as-nails stainless steel core, cover 
it in grip-textured poly-nylon, add a focusing, 
Pure Beam Optic, and you have 
POLYSTEEL.

POLYSTEEL® TOUGH TECH

Focus the POLYSTEEL beam by 
simply twisting the head of the light.

TWIST FOCUS
CONTROL

A fibreglass-reinforced polymer 
covers a stainless steel core.

POLY-NYLON OVER
STAINLESS STEEL CORE

All POLYSTEEL lights include COAST’s 
patented Pure Beam Focusing Optic systems.

PURE BEAM
FOCUSING OPTIC

Crush Proof

Drop Proof

Storm Proof

Dust Resistant

COAST handheld torches are manufactured to withstand constant use. 
Metal construction*, heavy duty O-rings, and custom battery cartridges 
are all built to provide longevity and durability.

DU RA BL E
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mechanism back into motion.

ICON KEY 

TWIST FOCUS 
Dial in the shape of light you need for the situation. 
COAST’s TWIST FOCUS  system makes it easy to move ™
between spot and flood beams by simply rotating the head 
of the flashlight.

C.O.B. OPTIC
Get brilliant light tailored for specialised formats and 
use cases. COAST lights featuring Chip on Board (C.O.B.) 
technology cast a wide beam handy for up-close 
work—from a strip of LEDs built right onto the chassis, without
 a standard optic.

SLIDE FOCUS 
One-handed beam control. COAST’s SLIDE FOCUS® system 
enables you to seamlessly transition between spot and 
flood beam with the push or pull of your finger. Responsive 
beam-shape control allows you to operate your light with a 
single hand and keep the other hand free.

BULLS-EYE SPOT BEAM
Hit your target with power. Always on point, the Bulls-
Eye Spot Beam fixes a bright “hot spot” on the object, 
surrounded by a soft halo of transitional light to increase 
the total field of view. From spotting animals in the dark to 
identifying objects, this beam cuts through darkness.

HINGED BEAM 
Up, down, or straight ahead. All COAST headlamps 
feature a hinged, tilting head so that you can adjust the light’s 
direction and see right where you’re looking.

LIGHT CONTROL LEVER 
Adjust light intensity to meet your need. COAST headlamps 
featuring a Light Control Lever allow you to fine-tune light 
output with one hand by simply moving the lever positioned 
on the back of the headlamp.

EMERGENCY 
Signal duress with flashing, bright-red light. If times 
get tough, COAST lights outfitted with Emergency mode help 
attract much-needed attention.

BEAM LOCK 
Set the beam to stay how you like it. COAST 
BEAM LOCK®technology makes our SLIDE FOCUS® 
system even more valuable, with the option to lock the beam
in place on spot, flood, or anywhere in between.T wistingt he
to the left locks the beam in place, and twisting it back to 
head of the light the right releases the slide

DUAL-COLOUR WHITE & UV BEAM
See beneath the surface. The Dual-Colour White & UV Beam 
combines an all-white Utility Beam for general use with 
a UV light for detecting fluid leaks or checking security 
features on currency and identification cards.

TURBO MODE 
The XP lights not only feature standard light modes but 
also COAST’s signature Turbo Mode for overpowered light in 
critical situations.

DUAL-COLOUR WHITE & RED BEAM 
The right lightfor the moment. The Dual-Colour 
White &R ed Beam combines an all-white Utility Beam for 
general use with a red, anti-glare beam that prevents
“night blinding” while also offering a tool for 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW 
Control your light power with the push of a button. 
Cycle between full light, medium light and low light 

VARIABLE LIGHT CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
Easily adjust headlamp light output. COAST Variable Light 
Control Technology provides three ways to precisely regulate 
beam intensity.

HIGH LOW 
Control your light power with the push of a button. 
Cycle between high power and low power options.

SINGLE MODE 
The same light every time. Keeping it simple with COAST 
single-mode lighting means you can rely on an even, bright 
white beam every time.

REAR SWITCH TAIL CAP 
Design enables hands free vertical lighting.

PURE-BEAM FOCUSING OPTIC 
Pack two powerful beams into one and seamlessly 
transition—with no halos or hot spots—between short and 
long-range viewing. COAST’s patented focusing technology 
adapts to your need. The Ultra View Flood beam delivers 
edge-to-edge clarity in a broad circle, and the BULLS-EYE™

Spot Beam sends a sharp ray of light at a distance with a 
transitional halo around the spot to increase the effective 
viewing area.

INSPECTION BEAM OPTIC
Never miss a detail. The Inspection Beam cuts clean, 
consistent light from edge to edge to evenly
 illuminate work spaces. Engineered for pen lights
 that fit in the pocket, this beam simplifies up-close 
work and brightens hard-to-reach objects.

WIDE ANGLE FLOOD BEAM OPTIC
See the whole scene at once. The Wide Angle Flood 
Beam illuminates the broadest possible area with vivid, 
consistent light from edge to edge.

UTILITY BEAM OPTIC
Take it everywhere—the ultimate, all-around light for 
general use. COAST’s Utility Beam shines three individual, 
overlapping beams to create a broad, multi-bright field 
of light—with a concentrated, vivid center and diffuse, 
radiant edges.

OPTICS

emergency signalling.

options.
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OVERCHARGE/DISCHARGE
PROTECTION CIRCUITS
Over charging and improperly discharging lithium 
batteries can cause a safety concern and hazardous 
risk to the user and it’s surroundings. COAST batteries 
are built with overcharge/discharge protection, 
ensuring you and your battery are protected.

PRO-TEK CHARGING 
Charge directly from AC, DC, and USB. Flashlights and 
headlamps with COAST PRO-TEK Charging include a 
direct-connect port for powering back up.

RECHARGEABLE DUAL POWER
Each COAST Rechargeable-Dual Power product 
comes with a ported ZITHION-X™ rechargeable 
battery or a non-ported ZITHION™ rechargeable 
battery and is compatible with either COAST Extreme 
Performance alkaline batteries or other brand-name 
battery types, depending on the product. This 
provides you the cost savings of using rechargeable 

BUILT-IN USB-C PORT 
Charge directly from AC, DC, and USB. Flashlights 
and headlamps with COAST PRO-TEK Charging 
include a direct-connect port for powering back up.

DUAL POWER
Options to stay ready. With COAST Dual Power 
technology, you have the choice to power your light 
with USB-rechargeable batteries or with standard 

CONTINUOUS AC|DC POWER
You can continuously run this work light using an 
AC/DC power cord.

BATTERY CHARGES INSIDE LIGHT 
COAST ZITHION™ non-ported rechargeable 
batteries are built to charge from within your COAST
 light using a COAST charging system.

BATTERY LIFE INDICATOR
With a battery-life indicator, you can always know 
when your battery needs to be recharged.

CHARGING CAP 
Power up your penlight by putting on its cap. The COAST 
Pro-Flex Charging Cap makes recharging as easy and 
intuitive as replacing the cap on a pen.

DUAL POWER (LI-ION|CONTINUOUS) 
You can power the work light by using the rechargeable 
battery or continuously run the light on an AC/DC power cord.

EXTERNAL DEVICE CHARGING 
Power any USB-enabled device. Select COAST work 
lights featurea special externalc harging system that
allows other devices to recharge directly from the 

ENERGY SAVING
Conserve battery life with precise light control. Make 
easy adjustments to match your light’s intensity to 
the circumstance. COAST EAL multi-mode technology 
enables seamless transition from energy-saving  
low-light output to area-illuminating high output 

DURABILITY

CHARGING

STORM PROOF 
Ride out storms with light. The crushproof, 
weatherproof area light shines bright or sends a 
signal when the wind and rain cause outages.

WEATHERPROOF
Keep the light on no matter the weather. With IP54 
resistance to splashes, sprays, and downpours.

WATER RESISTANCE
Don’t worry about the weather. COAST lights that 
have passed the IP54-level resistance tests are 
splash-resistant and built with durable materials 

DUST RESISTANT 
Take on any dirty work environment with this dust 
resistant light.

CRUSH PROOF 
The Crush Proof feature combines a super-tough 
stainless steel core with a grip-textured poly-nylon 
exterior to build unimaginable strength into highly 

DROP PROOF 
Drop Proof for use in rugged, high-impact 

WHAT IS IP54 Weatherproof?
A product with an IP54 rating is protected against dust ingress sufficien tt o preventt he product from operating 

normally but it’s not dust tight. The product is fully protected against solid objects and splashing of water from 

any angle.

and anywhere in between.

work light’s battery.

and the flexibility of reverting to alkaline.

alkaline batteries.

functional lights.

environments.

that stand up to nature.
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ICON KEY

HAT CLIP 
Store it away or shine it forward. The Two-Way Clip  
enables flexibility to stash the light in your pocket or 
clip it to the brim of your hat.

HARDHAT COMPATIBLE 
Rugged enough for the outside of the hardhat. COAST 
headlamps with Hardhat Compatible design include clips 
for attaching the light to the hat.

MAGNETIC BASE
Attach the light to magnetic surfaces. Lights with a 
Magnetic Base have magnets located on their base that 
allow the light to be attached to magnetic surfaces for easy 
storage or hands-free use.

BASE HANGING LOOP
Hang the light for perfect illumination—with a base 
hanging loop that can attached for perfect positioning.

MAGNETIC TAIL CAP 
Attach the light to magnetic surfaces. COAST lights with 
a Magnetised Tail Cap have an integrated magnet that 
enable you to affix the light to magnetic surfaces for easy 
storage or hands-free use.

180-DEGREE ROTATION (AREA LIGHT)
Put the beam right where you need it. An adaptive 
head on the work light enables you to rotate the
beam up to 180 degrees for optimal placement.

180-DEGREE HANDLE ROTATION
Put the handle right where you need it. An adaptive 
handle on the work light enables you to rotate the 
handle up to 180 degrees for optimal placement.

360-DEGREE HANDLE ROTATION
Put the handle right where you need it. An adaptive 
handle on the work light enables you to rotate the 
handle up to 360 degrees for optimal placement.

REFLECTIVE STRAP 
Stay visible in the dark. Some COAST headlamps feature a 
Reflective Strap to increase safety and ensure user visibility 
in low light.

FEATURES



COASTCAT032310

EMERGENCY AREA 
LANTERN

ALKALINE  
DUAL-POWER  
HEADLAMP

INSPECTION BEAM 
CLIP TORCH

INSPECTION BEAM 
PENLIGHT

MULTI-PURPOSE 
HEAD TORCH

COAEAL22

COAFL85

COAG15

COAG20

COAHL5

FEATURES
• Dual-colour white & 

red beam
• Emergency light
• Energy saving
• High, medium & low  

settings
• Storm proof
• Base hanging loop

FEATURES
• Twist focus
• Hinged beam
• Dual-colour white &  

red beam
• Hardhat compatible
• Reflective strap
• Dual-power
• High, medium & low  

settings

FEATURES
• Single-mode
• Tension clip

FEATURES
• Single-mode
• Storm proof
• Inspection beam optic
• Alkaline Dual-power

FEATURES
• Utility beam optic
• Single-mode
• Hinged beam
• Hardhat compatible

1250 Lumens 
20m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance

650 Lumens 
192m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance

20m Beam 
IP54 Water Resistance

IPX4 Rated

21m Beam 
IP54 Water Resistance

IPX4 Rated

175 Lumens 
56m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated



COASTCAT032311

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

RECHARGEABLE  
DUAL-POWER  
PENLIGHT

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

ULTRA BEAM BODY 
LIGHT

COAHL7R

COAHP3R

COAHP7

COAHX3

FEATURES
• Hinged beam
• Light control lever
• Twist focus
• Variable light control  

technology
• Hardhat compatible

FEATURES
• Twist focus
• High & low settings
• Battery charges inside light
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Pro-tek charging
• Dust resistant
• Clip holder

FEATURES
• Beam lock
• High, medium & low  

settings
• Rear switch tail cap
• Slide focus

FEATURES
• Dual-colour white & 

UV beam
• Single-mode
• Hat clip
• Magnetic tail cap

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH
COAHL7

FEATURES
• Hinged beam
• Light control lever
• Twist focus
• Variable light control  

technology
• Hardhat compatible

240 Lumens 
104m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated

305 Lumens
127m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated

245 Lumens
93m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance

650 Lumens 
200m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated

80 Lumens 
13m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated 



COASTCAT032312

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

COAPS100

COAPS200

COAPS400S

FEATURES
• High & low settings
• Rear switch tail cap
• Crush, drop & storm proof
• Dust resistant
• Clip holder

FEATURES
• High, medium &  

low settings
• Rear switch tail cap
• Twist focus
• Crush, drop & storm proof
• Dust resistant

FEATURES
• High, medium & low  

settings
• Rear switch tail cap
• Twist focus
• Crush, drop & storm proof
• Dust resistant
• Magnetic tail cap

UTILITY BEAM  
BODYLIGHT

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

COAHX4

COAHX5

FEATURES
• Dual-colour white &  

red beam
• Single-mode
• Hat clip
• Magnetic tail cap

FEATURES
• Beam lock
• High, medium &  

low settings
• Rear switch tail cap
• Slide focus

360 Lumens 
130m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance

110 Lumens
42m Beam

80 Lumens
13m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance
IPX4 Rated

390 Lumens
133m Beam
IPX8 Rated

440 Lumens 
210m Beam 
IPX8 Rated



COASTCAT032313

PURE BEAM  
FOCUS PORTABLE
WORKLIGHT
COAWLR1

FEATURES
• 180° handle rotation
• Dust resistant
• Battery life indicator
• External device charging
• Continuous AC/DC power
• High, medium &  

low settings
• Dual-power
• Storm proof

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH  
+ C.O.B

COAPS600

COAPS700R

FEATURES
• Twist focus
• Crush, drop & storm proof
• Dust resistant
• High, medium & low  

settings

FEATURES
• C.O.B optic
• Emergency light
• Twist focus
• Dual-power
• Crush, drop & storm proof
• Dust resistant
• Magnetic tail cap

DUAL-POWER  
RECHARGEABLE
LED TORCH
COAXP11R

FEATURES
• Battery life indicator
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Built-in USB-C port
• Slide focus
• Dust resistant
• Storm proof
• Pro-tek charging
• Turbo mode
• Pure-beam focusing

740 Lumens 
266m Beam 
IPX8 Rated

1150 Lumens
77m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance

2100 Lumens
220m Beam

800 Lumens
260m Beam 

DUAL C.O.B. Area 
Lights

DUAL-POWER  
RECHARGEABLE
LED TORCH
COAXP18R

FEATURES
• Battery charges inside light
• Pro-tek charging
• Battery life indictor
• Pure-beam focusing optic
• Beam lock
• Slide focus
• Dust resistant
• Turbo mode
• Overcharge/discharge  

protection circuits

3650 Lumens 
330m Beam
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DUAL-POWER  
RECHARGEABLE
HEAD LAMP
COAXPH25R

FEATURES
• Battery life indicator
• Pure-beam focusing optic
• Built-in USB-C port
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Dust resistant
• Reflective strap
• Hardhat compatible
• Storm proof
• Hinged beam
• Twist focus
• Magnetic tail cap
• Pro-tek charging

PURE BEAM  
FOCUSING TORCH

DUAL-POWER  
RECHARGEABLE
LED TORCH

COAXP6R

COAXP9R

FEATURES
• Beam lock
• Bulls-eye spot beam
• Rear switch tail cap
• Slide focus
• Built-in USB-C port
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Dust resistant
• Weather proof

FEATURES
• Built-in USB-C port
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Dust resistant
• Slide focus
• Pure-beam focusing optic

DUAL-POWER  
RECHARGEABLE
HEAD LAMP
COAXPH30R

FEATURES
• Battery life indicator
• Pure-beam focusing optic
• Turbo mode
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Dust resistant
• Reflective strap
• Hardhat compatible
• Storm proof
• Hinged beam
• Twist focus
• Magnetic tail cap
• Pro-tek charging

400 Lumens
180m Beam 

IP54 Water Resistance

1000 Lumens
225m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance

1000 Lumens 
165m Beam

410 Lumens
120m Beam

MULTI-PURPOSE  
HEAD LAMP
COAXPH34R

FEATURES
• Bulls-eye spot beam
• Hinged beam
• Turbo mode
• Twist focus
• Battery life indicator
• Pro-tek charging
• Rechargeable dual-power
• Dust resistant
• Storm proof
• Hardhat compatible
• Reflective strap
• Magnetic tail cap

2075 Lumens 
195m Beam

IP54 Water Resistance



COASTCAT032315

PROMO PACK

COUNTER STAND

COAPROMOPACK

COACT49

INCLUDES
• COAG15
• COAHP7
• COAG32
• COAHP14
• COAFL60
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